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20:30 Arrival at site - After a quick discussion with the caretaker of the School the Team all made 

their way into the older building, we decided to set up the base for the evening in the Library. 

20:30 Establish base room in the Library 

 

20:36 Synchronisation of watches – followed by walk-around of main building (A) 

Before we went to the investigation Elaine picks up the name Joseph and the name Edwards and 

doesn’t know if it is the one person or two different names. 

 

As Elaine walked into the building she did not like the main staircase and sensed someone standing 

there that was not very nice.  While everyone had gone down to the library Elaine felt like someone 

was walking behind her and could hear footsteps, no-one was behind Elaine and was the only one in the 

corridor. 

 

Anna picked up on military and soldiers. A man in spirit, was shown called michael wearing a green 

army uniform and old fashioned army clothes. unclear if world war one or two. This was shown to her 

in the library. He showed Anna a family of two daughters and a mother.  Whilst walking around the 

school, in the staff room, Anna picks up on nurses and hospital beds.  

 

21:35 Séance in Staff Room / Lounge (Room 54) – both teams 1 & 2 

 

21.41 During the séance a flash of light was observed by all members, coming from the corridor. All 

members were seated in Room 54 and the flash was visible through the bottom of two glass panels in 

the door between Room 54 and the corridor, which was closed. Both the room and the corridor were in 

darkness. It was assumed to have been a firework flash lighting up the corridor via an outside window 

(although there was no accompanying bang). 

 

Also during the séance, Anna commented that she could hear faint voices – as ‘though a TV was on in 

another room. During meditation and séance, a white flash of light came through the door. Anna also 

saw a small girl in spirit in Victorian clothing. Temperature changes by feeling (no devices used) 

 

During the séance it kept going cold to the left of Elaine.  Elaine picks up on a little girl called Emily 

she was wearing a white pinafore dress long blonde hair aged about 7-8 years old. 

 

21.48 Séance terminated. The flash that had been observed was discussed and possible causes were 

investigated. It was concluded that there was no outside window close enough to the corridor to have 

allowed an external flash (eg. firework outside the building) to light up the corridor to the brightness 

that was observed. There flash must therefore have come from within the corridor. As far as LPS are 

concerned all people inside the building at that time were in Room 54. Is there an electrical fault in any 

of the lights in that area that might account for a single flash on and off?  
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Investigation Date 4.11.2017 

Report By Andrew Fazekas 

Team Members Andy, Elaine, Jason, Ben, Anna, Claire, Sarah, Vicky, Matt  
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22:00 Return to base room and split into two teams 

 

22:05 Team 1 in corridor outside base room 

 

22:07 Team 1 - Andy has battery failure on a camcorder 

Team 1 then undertake an Olivus Three experiment with the following transcript 

Beans strong signal strength when tomato sauce mentioned Sarah’s box also flashed 

Expressed – cold temp in area 

Loving when discussing child 

Mummy 

Hide clear is going to the toilet  

Rate 

Sarahs Numbers 633 in sarahs head now stopped on her machine 

Foliage  

Bury 

Jerk 

Dirt 

Anna picks up on yew tree 

That 

Think 

Task  

Can you make numbers goes down to 620 if Victorian? 

Anna and Sarah hear a mans voice say “no” 

Carol  

Rabbit 

Area getting colder 

Why can you not make that number go down 

Andy - Try make number 620? 

Zero 

Andy requesting number -620 

Highway 

Andy -620 come on 

Laugh 

Anna -can you please make the numbers 620 if you want to communicate with us 

Murphy 

620  

Anna has image of man below yew tree 

Enough  

Equipment goes to 620 team thank spirit as it stays dead on 620 

Solo 

Story 

Sarah Have you got a story you want to tell us 

Kind 

May 

22;36 

Paul 

Andy- Is your name Paul? 

Are you fifteen Paul ? 

Anna - did you you join the military before you were supposed to did you lie about your age  

Anna - did you visit somebody maybe your dad or other 

Unclear 
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Did you come here to visit one of your relatives? 

Tickle 

Is this a nickname? 

Is your nickname tickle or were you coming to see tickle 

Cold draught comes through area 

Supper 

Is that you making this cold 

Between 

Glance while Andy had been looking at Clair 

Do you want to speak to clair ? 

Demon 

Size 

Hug 

Change 

What do you want to change 

Pat 

Is there a pat here 

Team - follow Anna to see where she wants to go    

Thermal checks show the door to have a gap and is cold  

Still on 620 

End of session 22:51 

 

Team 2 Building B Kitchen area 23:37 

Whilst in the kitchen area we all conducted various experiments with a glass, no movement. there was a 

feeling of something horrible in first small area where the glasses and other items were stored. Anna 

picked up on a dark shadow like figure very negative. Unsure if male or female.  

 

Team 1 Olivus experiment 

Fifteen  

Life 

Summer 

Story 

Green 

Factors 

Numbers are 618 

New Moon full signal strength (larger moon tonight) 

Change 

Anna thinks Andy is stood in larder but he is not 

Glass experiment kitchen area  

EVP picked up on camcorder but this is debunked as being a member of the team. 

 

22:12 Team 2: Building B (modern building) – Kitchen 

When we entered the building  Jason, Vicky, Matt and Elaine went into the games room, Elaine did not 

pick up anything in this room. While we was in the kitchen we all took it in turns to go into the 

cupboard with the fridges, Elaine felt like she was being watched and felt unnerved 

 

22:13 This room had a heavy, oppressive atmosphere that seemed to be concentrated in the larder 

(Room 20). On approaching the larder, Jason felt a sudden twinge at the back of his head accompanied 

by an unpleasant feeling that he describes as being light-headed without feeling dizzy or faint. This 
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feeling persisted inside the larder, but was less pronounced at the far end. Back out in the kitchen the 

sensation was not apparent five feet away from the door but came back on approaching Room 20. A 

rational explanation might be that there is a powerful electrical device or unshielded cable in this area 

emitting a low frequency EMF. However, see later entries at the end of this report. 

 

22:20 Team 2: Building B (modern building) – Walk-around 

Elaine did not pick up anything on the walk about.  As we got to the bottom on the stairs Elaine and 

Jason was in the corridor to the games room and Vicky and Matt was at the bottom of the stairs. 

 

22:45 Elaine hears footsteps walking down the stairs. 

 

22:48 Team 2: Building B (modern building) 

Descended the main staircase to the ground floor. Elaine and Jason walked through the doors into the 

dining room when Vicky called out that she could hear footstep coming down the stairs behind her and 

Matt (they were standing at the foot of the staircase). Elaine and Jason had not heard the same sounds 

but on turning around all four team members heard a single thud come from the staircase – it was not 

particularly loud but was loud enough to be heard by all four team members. 

 

23:00 – 23:30: Break (in the base room) 

 

23:30 Team 2: Building A – Brief walk-around 

Elaine hears footsteps but no one is there 

 

23:43 First Floor Corridor by Door 69 

Team 2 conducted a Spirit Box session at this location. No significant information was gleaned from 

this session although the name ‘John’ was clearly heard a number of times. 

 

23:51 Move to Staff Room / Lounge (Room 54) 

The four members of team 2 sat on the sofas around the room. Jason sat on the sofa nearest to the door 

and noted that the corridor (as seen through the windows in the connecting door) was in darkness. 

 

23:52 Elaine sees a light come on in the corridor. Jason noted that the light from the landing at the top 

of the main staircase was shining through the windows in the connecting door at the far end of the 

corridor. He made the observation that the level of darkness within the corridor seemed to fluctuate. Is 

this normal for the building? Was it simply the observer’s eyes getting accustomed to the low light? If 

the latter, why would the corridor appear darker at times rather than continually lighter? 

 

00:05 Elaine picks up on the name Francis. 

 

00:08 Elaine could she the corridor from where she was siting and see a  figure standing by the door 

which led to the main staircase. All the teams are accounted for. 

 

00:17 Team 1 concluded the vigil and were preparing to leave, when Jason (still seated on the sofa 

nearest the door) noted that he could hear very faint voices, as though there was TV on in another room 

somewhere near. Exactly the same phenomenon had been experienced by Anna (Team 1) during the 

séance in Room 54 at which everyone had been present earlier in the evening. On both occasions 

someone else within the team had been talking at the time the faint voices had been heard. Could the 

phenomenon be caused by the acoustics in that room, which is semi-octangular? 

 

00:25 As we went to leave the lounge Jason hears voices so we decided to stay on a little longer. 
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0.33 Team 1 - Music room   

The room is freezing cold.  Anna called out that she had just seen Anna saw a shadow/whisp move in 

front of window into the other studio room.  Sarah and Claire were sitting in the music room whilst Ben 

was in the sound proof room, Andy and Anna had gone out into the corridor to take pictures it was at 

this point Sarah started to feel unwell, my heart was racing my head was spinning and Sarah just felt 

she needed to get out. Claire was also feeling unwell so we decided at that point that they would leave 

the building, as they made their way down the stairs they both felt that someone was behind us.   

 

Once outside after a period of time they started to feel better.  Claire describes this as dizziness and 

headache which felt like she had been hit on the back of the head. Claire had to leave the building due 

to feeling unwell. Claire had a feeling of unease in this building.  

 
0.33 Team 1 - Andy in sound room    

While filming the chair the olivus comes out with chair 

Orb above Andy in the music room probably an insect 

Orb behind Anna’s back going upwards not an insect 

Flash of light at window and voice of lady heard by Anna saying aargh this is not picked up by sound 

recorder. 

Andy has to sit down as in this area the back of his legs are really hurting 

 

00:31 Team 2 -Corridor at the foot of the Main Staircase  

00:22 Elaine picks up the little girl Emily  again. 

00:25 Elaine keeps seeing a shadow at the top of the staircase, this is none of the teams as everyone 

was at the bottom. 

 

00:55 Team 2 - Move to the Loft – Room 72 

Vicky, Matt and Jason (Elaine returned to base room). 

This was not a pleasant room to be in. It felt very oppressive but that might have been more related to 

the room being very hot and the noise coming from the water pipe on the narrow staircase just outside 

being very off-putting. 

No significant results. 

 

01:10 Team 2- Return to Base Room 

 

01:35 Team 2: Return to Building B (modern building) 

 

01:35 Kitchen: Andy (Team 1 team leader) had recommended that Team 2 should visit Room 92 as 

Team 1 had had some interesting results there. However, Team 2 stopped off briefly at the kitchen first, 

where it was agreed by all team members that the previously oppressive atmosphere in that room had 

vanished. 

 

01:43 Team 2 - Room 92. This is one of two (?) music rooms on the second floor and is adjacent to a 

soundproofed recording booth which you can see into via a glass panel in the separating wall and which 

is accessed via a door in the corridor. The team sat on chairs in a circle in the middle of the room and 

called out for any spirits to come forward. Matt commented that his left arm felt suddenly cold and 

Elaine commented that she felt sick. Matt then elected to conduct a lone vigil in the soundproofed 

room. Whilst he was in there Jason discovered that one of the windows was open slightly, providing an 

explanation for Matt’s cold arm. Jason closed the window. Elaine observed that the floor seemed to be 

vibrating. Jason slipped off his boots and confirmed that there was a vibration. Further investigation 

revealed the probable source to be the DJ decks by the window from which a very low but audible buzz 

was emanating. 
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02:00 Vicky and Jason both heard a high whirring sound. It sounded as ‘though it was coming from an 

electrical device and that fact that it occurred at precisely 02:00 suggests that it was a timer controlled 

event originating from a device or electrical system within the building. Jason had a quick look around 

the kitchen opposite Room 92 for a possible source but could not see anything obvious. 

uipment. 

 

02.00 Team 1  – Bell Tower 

Anna and Ben went to investigate the Bell tower. Whilst here the atmosphere was cold and hairs stood 

on both of their necks. When asking questions, the ovilus responded with what appeared to be 

intelligent responses. Some of which i remember and follow (my ben ran out of ink so could not record 

all)... Anna said i wonder what is in the loft (there was a loft there) and the ovilus responded 

'PROPERTY'. Ben asked is there any one here? Are you a soldier?  The ovilus response was 

'COUNTRY'. The atmosphere changed to a negative feeling and with that the ovilus came through as 

'RUN'. Ben asked 'why should we run' and the response was 'HERE'. The room went extremely cold 

and although nothing was seen or herd physically, the feeling of someone in the room too was very 

much felt. 

 

02:01 Elaine feels the floor vibrating under her feet. 

 

02:05 Elaine started to feel sick this only lasted a few minutes. 

 

02:18 Elaine hears a high pitched beep. 

 

02:10 Team 2 moved to Room 93, a more traditional music room with desks, two guitars and a piano. 

A short vigil was held here but the room seemed very normal and not paranormally active in any way. 

 

02:20 Team 2 Return to Kitchen for final vigil. Team 2’s third visit to the Kitchen was very much like 

the second. The oppressiveness that had been felt by all team members on the first visit was absent, 

even in the larder (Room 20). It felt colder, but not dramatically so and a gradual drop in temperature is 

to be expected in the early hours of the morning.  As Elaine entered the kitchen the smell was different 

from the last time, it smelt more like a butchers shop this time, the atmosphere had changed and seem 

quieter.   

 

LPS were packed and ready to leave the site at around 03:00 

 

Conclusion 

A very interesting location with plenty of anecdotal evidence of paranormal activity experienced by the 

staff and pupils of the school. This coupled with some of the curious events that took place during LPS’ 

first visit make the location worthy of further investigation, if the owners are happy for that to happen. 

It might be helpful to LPS if a log could be kept by the staff of any ‘odd’ occurrences they think may 

be paranormal. Over time, this would enable both the owners and LPS to identify any periods when 

such activity is greater or more frequent.  
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